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Conversations

Poet Laureate of the Nigerian Twilight

Abiodun Olaku

Editorial
As a lover of rivers and lakes and the time of twilight, I am especially drawn to the
paintings of the featured artist: one of the great landscape painters that the continent has
produced.
Both the Baptist Academy and the Yaba College of Technology must be proud that he
studied in their classrooms. Sourced from Rompedas, here is what a former teacher, the
celebrated Yusuf Grillo said of him, in 1993...
One artist who by today’s standards would have had no less than 10 one-man shows but
who is coming out, solo, for the first time is Abiodun Olaku. I knew him as a student; he
was very talented, innovative, and industrious. He graduated as a painter in 1981 and has
since been actively engaged in the arts. Viewers will see in his work, a mastery of the
media; confident, expressive draughtsmanship and sincere originality. Olaku's sincerity is
most remarkable; I can see a subtle, very unobtrusive, natural development in his work
over the 12 years. Unlike what seems to be the order of the day where young artists jump
from one style to the other evidently to catch quick attention, the evolution of his style is
steady and sincere. I am proud of him as an ex-student of mine.
From Nigeria, I am happy to present to you, ABIODUN OLAKU.
Editor – Natty Mark Samuels – africanschool.weebly.com – An African School Production
Cover painting from Aabru Art
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from The Atlas Society

Abiodun
Olaku
born in Lagos 1958

from Pinterest

Abiodun Olaku’s talent can be traced to his early days at Baptist Academy, Lagos,
between 1970 and 1975. He enthusiastically participated in his school’s syllabus, which
encouraged arts and crafts, through a retinue of qualified, committed and motivating
teachers in the arts department. This, undoubtedly, left an indelible impression on his
psyche, and it was therefore without any hesitation that he embraced the opportunity to
study art at the next level of his educational pursuits.
from GAFRA

Sunny
He had his primary education at Alafia Institute, Ibadan in Oyo State and later at the Sunny
Fields Primary School, Ibadan.

Lagos
He attended the Baptist Academy, Lagos for his secondary education.

Graduation
...and then studied at the Yaba College of Technology from 1976 to 1981, graduating with
a Higher National Diploma (HND) in painting.
excerpts from article by Augustine Bardi, Associate Professor, Dept. of Fine and
Applied Arts, University of Benin. Feb.2017

Abiodun Olaku’s works explore the artist’s fascination with the Nigerian social landscape.
Working in a highly realistic style with a technical precision to detail, Olaku’s artistic
practice is rooted in the representational tradition with a focus on nature and the urban
environment. His subtle use of light evokes a haunting and immediate presence.
from the Affordable Art Auction – Arthouse Contemporary

from Tutt' Art

Famed for his highly-finished and detailed depictions of Nigeria's cities and landscapes,
Abiodun Olaku is generally considered one of the country's most accomplished oil
painters. His meticulous attention to detail and thorough draughtsmanship are rare in a
world where Nigerian art is "the flavour of the month", says Anshu Bahanda, Founder of
Aabru Art, "[too frequently] artists are being tempted by huge demand to deliver work as
soon as possible".
Olaku openly asserts that he does not allow current or emerging trends to influence his
aesthetic. He aims to create works that will stand the test of time, and leave an "indelible
artistic legacy". Olaku largely works in the traditional medium of oil; however, his work is
not stuck in the past. Open to innovation, the artist explores new horizons within
established methods and techniques.
from Bonhams

Lunar Watch
from Aabru Art

His influence within the visual art industry and community in Nigeria is quite potent and
commendable having trained, mentored and inspired a significant mass of the emerging
generations of artists; as well as passionately and radically pursing the promotion, social
elevation and the overall cause of professional artists in the Nigerian society, leading to a
couple of awards in recognition of this.
from Tutt' Art

Koleosho
During Abiodun's secondary school days, ''he was fortunate to have good art teaching
under Mr Bill Koleosho, now an adjunct Professor of Architecture at the
University of Lagos, and Mr Lawal.
from article by Augustine Bardi, Associate Professor, Dept. of Fine and Applied Arts,
University of Benin. Feb.2017

Oshinowo
Born in Lagos in Lagos, Nigeria, Abiodun Olaku has his roots in Abeokuta, Ogun state. In
his third decade of avid, dedicated and progressive art practice since graduating from the
prestigious Yaba College of Technology, Lagos as a painter in 1981, under the supervision
and guidance of Prof. Yusuf Grillo, Kolade Oshinowo and late Dr. Isiaka Osunde. Abiodun
Olaku has crystallized into one of the ‘exclusive’ masters of his generation.
from Tutt' Art

Grillo
Described by his lecturer, mentor and inspiration - the world-renowned Nigerian artist
Professor Yusuf Grillo - as “Primus inter pares”, and influenced by the late Isiaka Osunde
and the iconic master Kolade Oshinowo, Olaku has slowly but steadily transformed
through a 35-year artistic sojourn, into an accomplished artist in his own right. Indeed, his
works are highly collectible and he has an ever increasing following of admirers.
from GAFRA

from Bella Naija

from Pinterest

A highly revered Nigerian artist, Abiodun Olaku is synonymous to his
diligence and commitment to his craft. His naturalistic style is poignant and
unique, which makes him a highly sought-after artist even beyond Nigeria.
He strives to create beyond familiar materials and methods, and through his
skilful rendering of light and the understated dynamism of his
subjects,Olaku connects with his viewers on a profound level. He has had
several solo exhibitions in Lagos as well as a multitude of joint exhibitions
i n t e r n a t i o n a l l y.

from Aabru Art

from Society of Nigerian Artists

After serving in the civil service between 1982 and 1989, Olaku resigned and launched his
career as an artist with fellow colleagues and friends including the late Alex Shyngle, Felix
Osiemi and Bunmi Babatunde, as well as respected sculptor, Bisi Fakeye at The National
Studios of Modern Art, National Theatre, Iganmu, Lagos.
from Society of Nigerian Artists

Member
An indigene of Ogun State, Nigeria who was born on 29 th December 1958, he works and
lives in Lagos with his family. Abiodun Olaku is a respected member of the Society of
Nigeria Artists (SNA)

Founder
A founding member, inaugural vice-president and trustee of the Guild of Professional Fine
Artists of Nigeria (GFA).

Trustee

And one of the founders and trustees of Universal Studios of Art, National Theatre, Lagos.
He continues to train, mentor and inspire younger generations of Nigerian artists and also
consults widely on professional art matters, among other activities.
excerpts from Society of Nigerian Artists

Ejoh earned a Higher National Diploma in painting from Yaba College of Technology in
2000. While at Yaba College, he was mentored by renowned artists Abiodun Olaku and
Alex Nwokolo, during these period he developed style of vivid and ever-present brush
strokes in his tonally complex artworks
from Wallace Ejoh Jefferson Jonahan
Mydrim Gallery
Sep/Oct.2017

Camping Out
from Aabru Art

At home, he drew portraits of his family members, preferably his grandmother who was a
strong supporter of his life career in the fine arts. He also sketched the figures of other
friends of the family. Abiodun had a resounding encouragement from his parents, most
especially from his mother who was an art critic. One of his earliest experiences and
experiments were a series of charcoal drawings comprising largely of various societal
happenings, which portray people and their situation.
from article by Augustine Bardi, Associate Professor, Dept. of Fine and Applied Arts,
University of Benin. Feb.2017

Warm Bath
from Tutt'Art

In his body of work, Olaku typically paints cities in quiet moments of the night or dawn.
Olaku alternates between modern architecture, slum dwellings, and rural settings in
Nigeria. Exploring multi-dimensional narratives, Olaku’s paintings are a thoughtful
reflection on the movements of everyday Nigerian people.
from Sotherbys

Votes
Your votes requested.
Abiodun Olaku, a Nigerian Professional Artist has had his work, "Silhouettes of Labour"
lined up with 20 others in the finals of the Atlas Society Art Contest themed "The
Entrepreneur: Risks and Rewards". In a very keen contest, one which was earlier
moderated by Artists of international repute, Silhouettes of Labour by Abiodun Olaku has
generated tremendous interests from Arts enthusiasts. From a distant 6th place, the
painting has caught the interest of local and international audiences with a scintillating
acceptance that made the work remain on the No.1 spot since 2 days after public voting
was open till date.
The work, an oil on canvas painting captures the spirit of enterprise of many families in
pursuit of subsistence in the riverine areas of Nigeria. The elements of the painting are
well presented and highly engaging. "Silhouettes of Labour" remains the only artwork that
made it to the finals from Africa.
To vote, please click on http://atlassociety.org/art-contest/art-contest-voting/image/28silhouettes-of-labour#fwgallerytop and tap "Vote" under the painting Silhouettes of Labour
by Abiodun Olaku. The vote count increases after a vote.
Nigerians have rallied round to make a point with their support for this artwork which
beautifully reflects their daily work and have used social media to promote and expose the
work.
from Nairaland Forum - Nov.2016

Videos
Art in Nigeria – 9.18
The Artisan Spotlight: Abiodun Olaku's Captivating Landscape – 8.05
Abiodun Olaku's Art by Femi Ajayi – 7.59

Silhouettes of Labour
from Nairaland Forum

Olaku, who has had thee solo shows and over 120 joint and group exhibitions to his name,
is widely exhibited, collected and commissioned, in significant places like the U.S.A., U.K.,
France, Holland, South Africa, apart from some of the African and Asian countries.
from Tutt' Art

Elemental Notes
from Aabru Art

“Everyone is influenced by some in one way or the other when it comes to art and
creativity. "I was under direct mentorship from him. The influence is inevitable. Olaku
mentored me, I was an intern at his studio and received direct tutelage concerning
professional practise of art.”
Tega Akpokona
from Arts and Culture Place

This guy was one of the strongest influences that I had when studying in Nigeria, I actually did a one
year attachment at his studio. He

Master
It is in the quest to celebrate standard above mediocrity that master artist, Abiodun Olaku,
who has successfully operated on the terrain of aesthetic civility for more than 35 years,
has recognized and conceptualised the need to sanitize the contemporary Nigerian art
clime by injecting a blood of freshness into it. The need to recognise absolute creative
efforts and provide a platform of freshness to unpretentious art collectors culminated in the
choice of the exhibiting artists on this unique show featuring young, but vibrant talents.
from Generations Catalogue: The Future Master Series
MyDrim Gallery
June/July 2017
This guy is one of the strongest influences that I had when studying in Nigeria. I actually
did a one year attachment at his studio. He is a master! I still adore his paintings and his
skill. He has a lot of insight and visual power. He taught me how to convey mood into
paintings. All respect to Abiodun Olaku.
Adebanji Alade

Mentor
He continues to train, mentor and inspire younger generations of Nigerian artists and also
consults widely on professional art matters, among other activities.
from GAFRA
His influence within the visual art industry and community in Nigeria is quite potent and
commendable having trained, mentored and inspired a significant mass of the emerging
generations of artists; as well as passionately and radically pursing the promotion, social
elevation and the overall cause of professional artists in the Nigerian society, leading to a
couple of awards in recognition of this.
from Tutt' Art

from Pinterest

Ben Enwonwu, Bruce Onobrakpeya, Uche Okeke, El Anatsui, Yinka Shonibare , Abiodun
Olaku are among other African artists whose works have been slated to make the maiden
edition of Sotheby’s auction of Modern and Contemporary African Art, which will take place
in London on 16 May 2017.
from African Arts with Taj

from Pinterest

Emeka’s professional career took off in 2005 when he gave up paid employment as a
Business Development Manager to pursue his long time aspiration as a studio Artist.
Mostly self taught, his Art was given a boost during his Atelier (Studio) practice and
mentorship under the guidance of Mr. Edosa Ogiugo, Mr. Abiodun Olaku and the Universal
Studios of Art where he still practices as a Professional Artist and mentors other young
professionals to be.
from Emeka Nwagbara's Art

Rembrandt
According to him, ''I am influenced by great impressionists like Rembrandt, Renoir,
Cezanne, Raphael, Chagall, Claude Monet, Eduardo Monet and the rest''. As great
impressionists, he continued, they all worked under masters as apprentices to improve
their skills.
from article by Augustine Bardi, Associate Professor, Dept. of Fine and Applied Arts,
University of Benin. Feb.2017

Vermeer
There are very few, alive or dead, artists whose works I love. Abiodun Olaku is one of
them. I was musing today what a mess contemporary art has made of understanding what
is new and innovative in art. Most people would call Abiodun's work traditional because it
is unpretentious and representational. The shame is in thinking it is old fashioned blocks
people from seeing its innovations. Lol, we can't help it as we are naturally programed to
close down and stare at highway accidents and roadkill.
There is a lot in the painting Whispers of Peace, and it's pulled altogether so well that it's
hard to separate elements -- but I would like share one thing, of many, that I love about it.
The dusky light is mysterious, and it is an amazing foil to the light. It's as if everything has
a light dusting magical powder.
The tonal nuance is more subtle than the finest Vermeer. Just notice the tone of the
embankments, it has hardly any range, neither dark nor light, yet each meter of it stretches
forever until it disappears in the distance. I have never seen another artist execute nuance
this well.
Michael Newberry
from Not PC

from Aabru Art

Many of the up-coming artists in the country have had the privilege of experiencing training
or mentorship programmes with Olaku, especially at the Universal Studios of Art, in Lagos,
where he is a founding member and trustee. In acknowledgement of this important
contribution to the development of the art industry, he was awarded with the Defactori Art
Pillar Award for the development of young artists at the French Cultural Centre, Lagos
2004
from Rompedas

from Aabru Art

“Abiodun Olaku, a selfless motivator and mentor advised me on the time spent in making a
painting. He said, ‘It’s not just the number of works done but the visual mastery and
dedication on a single piece of art that would have more impact ''
Titus Agbara
from David Booth

from Abiodun Olaku Facebook

Abiodun
Olaku

